Digital Cluster Adapter Kit Installation Instructions
Suitable for
1986-1990 Nissan Sunny / Sentra B12 Coupe. Only specific LHD models are supported.
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Parts Needed for the Conversion
Digital cluster (not provided in this kit)

Adapter harness

Electronic Speed Sensor

Digital Cluster Adapter Control Unit
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General Notes & Limitations
This product has not been approved by any organization, and is therefore not road-legal. I am in no
means responsible for potential issues or damage caused by this modification. Install the adapter at
your own risk. You are doing the conversion, not me.
There are some limitations that you will face when using this adapter:





This adapter will only fit to some left-hand-drive (LHD) models. Note that even not all LHD
models are supported. In general, models that came without rev counter will not work. Please
verify the wire loom of your vehicle before purchasing this adapter. There is a high chance that
this kit might not work in your vehicle.
The digital cluster is not able to display speed higher than 180km/h. This is an internal
limitation of the cluster, and there are no means from the outside to change this.
After installing the digital cluster, the ECU of your car will report an error code, indicating a
problem with the speed sensor. This is because the digital cluster does not provide a feedback
signal to the ECU, as the analogue cluster does.
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Preparations
First of all, please verify that this kit can be used in your car by removing your analogue instrument
cluster. Please verify that the backside looks exactly as on the pictures below. Take special care to
verify the layout of the electrical plugs. The adapter kit will only work on vehicles that have exactly the
same connector layout as below.

Connector “A”

Connector “B“

Second, please ensure you have the following tools available:






Soldering or crimping equipment
Isolation shrinking tubes, alternatively, high-quality isolation tape may be used.
Metric toolset
A multi-meter which can measure voltages and continuity
An ISO to Nissan radio adapter is helpful, if you want to connect your conversion kit to the
radio power supply.

Experience with working on cars and basic electrical knowledge is required. Make sure you are familiar
with automotive wiring. Read this manual several times before starting. If in doubt, please ask a
professional for support, or let a shop do the installation.
If you want to disconnect a connector, never pull on the wires itself. Always apply the force to the
connector itself.
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Installation Instructions
1. Start by protecting your car from potential damage during installation. You will have to work
in the engine bay, and as such, might bend over the fenders or headlights. Do not wear
anything that has metal or sharp items on it (buttons, zippers). Cover the fenders and the front
of the car with protective covers, or soft sheets.
2. Disconnect the 12V battery.
3. Start by removing the old cluster from your vehicle. For this, you will have to remove the
instrument cluster frame, which is mounted with three screws on the top, and four on the
bottom. We recommend to also remove the steering column cover, to avoid scratching it.
Adjust your steering wheel to the lowest possible position, and put the indicator and wiper
switches to the bottommost position, to avoid damaging them.
4. After removing the screws, pull the instrument cluster frame a little bit out, so that you can
reach the connectors behind it with your fingers. Disconnect the cables on the left and right,
then carefully pull the entire frame out.
5. Remove the four screws holding the instrument cluster in place. Take the instrument cluster
out, and disconnect the two cables holding it in place. This step has a certain risk of damaging
your speedometer cable, because the plastic pin that drives the speedo gear is sometimes
stuck. Be careful, grab the cluster on the left and on the right side, and pull it out straight in a
uniform way. Disconnect the two electrical connections, and put your instrument cluster aside.
6. Remove the speed sensor cable. It is screwed onto the transmission, and passes through the
firewall to the cluster. Start by opening the 24mm nut on the transmission, and pull the cable
out of the transmission. Pull out the rubber grommet holding the cable in the firewall, and pull
out the entire cable into the engine bay.
7. Before installing the kit, you have to make space
for the adapter cables. In particular, the adapter
connectors will not simply fit between the
dashboard and the digital cluster. You need to
push the connectors through the holes behind
the dashboard. With everything prepared
correctly, the dashboard should now look like in
Picture 1 on the right.
8. You can now start by installing the adapter kit.
Start by installing the speed sensor, by first Picture 1: Factory cluster and speed cable removed.
The connectors are pushed behind the dashboard.
inserting the metal pin into the transmission,
and then screw the sensor onto it. Only tighten
the sensor finger tight, as the plastic sensor
housing might break if too much force is
applied.
9. Install the adapter harness onto the factory
Connector “A”
connectors. These connectors need to be
squeezed behind the dashboard, as there won’t
be enough room for the connectors and the
digital cluster. I recommend to push the
connectors behind the openings of the
Connector “B”
dashboard, as shown in Picture 2. Connector
“A” is pushed inside the hole on the bottom left, Picture 2: Adapter harness connected to factory wiring.
and connector “B” is pushed behind the hole on
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the back. Be careful that no part is installed under tension, and make sure the digital cluster
can be installed without squeezing the cables or the connectors.
Route the long wire of the speed sensor to the engine bay, by handling it through the speedo
cable hole in the firewall. A long tool makes this easier, as well as a flashlight, to see where the
cable has to go. Squeeze the rubber grommet through the firewall, and push it into the hole,
so that it sits flush. This step is a bit tricky, be patient.
Connect the speed sensor cable to the electric speed sensor on the transmission. Make sure
the cable is not twisted or wraps around other components in the engine bay.
Connect the Digital Cluster Adapter Control Unit to the harness, and push it in the open space
behind the dashboard.
Next, connect the GND (Ground), +B (Battery Voltage), and +ACC (Accessories) wires of the
adapter harness. These wired need to be manually connected, because the factory harness
does not provide these wires. However, you can easily get them from the radio connector, or
alternatively, connect a new +B line directly to the 12V battery.
 If you directly connect +B to your
battery, make sure that a fuse is
installed within the first 20cm from
the positive pole of the battery. A 5A
fuse is provided for this purpose.
 If you would like to connect the
wires to the radio connector, you
can route the wires behind the
dashboard directly to the radio
connector (see picture on the right).
Adapter ECU
We recommend to use an “ISO to
+B and +ACC wires
Nissan stereo radio adapter”, and
Picture 3: Conversion ECU installed behind the dashboard
modify the adapter. That way, you
don’t have to modify the factory
wiring of your car.
After completing wiring +B, +ACC, and GND, reconnect the battery.
Before installing the digital cluster, verify that the +B and +ACC connections are done correctly
by measuring the voltages with a voltage meter. With the keys off, only +B should read about
12V. With the keys turned to Accessories (one step), +ACC should also carry 12V.
Connect your digital cluster to the adapter harness, and carefully install it in the dashboard.
Be very careful to not accidentally squeeze any cables. Installed correctly, the digital cluster
should easily slide in place, without having to use any force.
Before reinstalling everything, perform a quick function test. Do all warning lights work as
expected? Is the rpm bar indicating a value when the engine is started? Are the correct fuel
and engine temperature levels displayed? Does the background illumination turn of when you
turn the lights on? Note that the indicators will not work until you reconnect the hazard light
switch.
If everything was successful, install the four screws that hold the digital cluster in place, and
reinstall the instrument cluster frame. Do not forget to reinstall the seven screws that hold the
frame in place. Test full functionality of all warning lights before driving.
Adjust your steering wheel to the correct position, and ensure it is locked.
Do a driving test. The cluster should indicate the correct vehicle speed, without any jittering
or delays.
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Abbreviation Table
Abbreviation Description
GND
Ground, negative or 0V. Connected to the negative pole of your +12V battery. Any
metal part of your cars’ body is connected to GND.
+B
+B stands for “Battery supply”. It is the +12V supply coming from the battery. Unlike
IGN or +ACC, +B is always powered, even if the car is turned off and the keys are
removed.
+ACC
+ACC stands for “Accessories”. Is set to +12V when turning the key to the first
position, so that the radio is powered.
ECU
Stands for Electronic Control Unit. Refers to any sort of electronic computation
module inside a vehicle. An ECU may manage the engine parameters, another one
might manage the automated door locks. Some ECUs also combine several functions
in itself.
LHD
Left-hand-drive. Describes a car with the steering wheel mounted on the left (in
driving direction) side.
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FAQ








The digital cluster needs the +B pin (constant 12V supply), but this pin is not part of the
instrument cluster cable harness, and therefore needs to be supplied from a different
location. Either use an already existing +B supply (e.g. from the radio), or run a new line
from the battery. Ensure safety with a waterproof 5A fuse close to the battery.
The digital cluster needs the +ACC pin, but it is not part of the harness of the analog cluster.
You’ll need to connect the +ACC cable to some other part of the car, which has a +ACC
connection, for example the radio, or the clock.
The exhaust heat warning light will not be connected, as the harness of the car does not
provide such a signal.
There is a possibility to install a “buzzer”, or “speed chime”. If you want to install it, connect
it to the pin labeled with “BUZZER”.
The US model have a telltale for seat belt warning. This telltale does no longer exist on the
digital cluster.
When reading out the error codes, the engine control unit (ECU) will report an error code,
indicating a faulty speed sensor. This is because the digital cluster does not provide a vehicle
speed feedback signal to the ECU.
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